
Packing tips and guidelines for 
your PEC package and 

processing center



 Choosing to pack for your customers is not only 
a great service you can provide to customers, but 
it also provides your store an amazing 
opportunity to take advantage of a great margin 
generating service as well.

 It is important to review all information in this 
training EVEN IF you do not plan to pack for your 
customers. This information will help you learn to 
inspect packages prior to shipment. Recognizing 
if you should send a package or inform the 
customer it needs additional packing is an 
important part of your shipping service. 



Even if your store chooses to not help pack 
everything from the ground up you should 
always keep a small stash of supplies on 
hand to help customers who might not know 
everything about packing and shipping

Having these supplies on hand will cost 
barely anything and provide you an 
opportunity to help your customers who 
have poorly packed their packages, and of 
course you can set your own margins for 
these materials to make it worth your stores 
time. 



The first step of packing is knowing what 
should never be packed and shipped to 
be begin with. 



Located right on your 
software is a link 
straight to all rules 
and tariffs provided 
by UPS.
If you are unsure                    
about the viability of  
shipping certain 
items checking this 
link will be very 
helpful



When asking for the 
contents of the 
package we want to 
be as specific as 
possible.

Vague answers such 
as gifts or electronics 
are basically useless 
for identifying the 
contents of the 
package



When to ask about and inspect the package 
are determined by a few factors.

 If the item is breakable or of higher value 
inspecting the package becomes more 
important.

The higher the weight, size of the box, and 
value of the package the more important 
inspecting becomes.

Do not ship a package that you don’t believe 
can survive UPS’s system.



 UPS’s system is an automated system using tons of 
conveyer belts and scanners to decide where 
packages are going inside their warehouses and 
processing plants.

 These automated systems have drop off of up to 6ft! 
Making sure a package can survive the drop 
sometimes isn't enough. The package right behind 
your customers on the belt could be one hundred 
pounds and could drop 6ft right onto your customers.

 Making sure the package can survive situations like 
these are not apparent to people who do not ship 
often or are not aware of how UPS’s systems operate.





 You should always keep 
tape in your store for a 
multitude of reasons

 It is a guarantee that 
you will have packages 
come in untapped, 
taped with scotch tape, 
or not enough tape.

 Having tape at all times 
will help you help your 
customers. 

*There are many more things wrong with this package then just tape.



Your store probably receives orders of 
supplies of some type. 

Saving the packing materials from your 
own orders to use for your customers is a 
great savings technique that your store 
should practice.



 You can also reuse boxes 
that your store might 
receive 

 Many of your customers 
will probably pack their 
items in a used box to 
begin with.

 IMPORTANT : When 
using used corrugation it 
is important to mark out 
any labels, barcodes, or 
any other copy. 



 Never use a used box 
for a breakable or 
heavy item

 Used boxes are great 
for saving money but 
awful for protecting 
breakables and heavy 
items

 Always use a new 
sturdy box for 
shipping any 
breakables and heavy 
items



 Electronics, breakables, and other high value packages 
will need double boxed. Taking the example box and 
adding 2” or more of additional cushioning and putting it 
into a larger box is considered double boxed.



High value small items have the 
highest loss rate of all packages in 
UPS’s system

Watches, jewelry, and small 
electronics are just a few 
examples of these kinds of items

These items should always be 
double boxed into a minimum of 
an 8x8x8 or shoebox sized box so 
as to decrease the chance of loss. 





Even though the minimum packing material 
surrounding the item must be 2” you have to 
be able to identify when an item needs 
more due to shape. 

 In the following slide we will see a saddle. 
Saddles are notorious for damage done to 
their horns

Any kind of item with irregular pieces will 
need additional padding and cushioning so 
if weight is applied they will not be 
damaged. 





 As you can see the saddle is inserted into a used 
box. First Strike

 Secondly the saddle has no packing whatsoever. 
The packing is supposed to surround the item on 
all sides MINIMUM of 2”. Second strike.

 Thirdly the box was barely taped which leads to 
a much higher chance of loss or damage. Final 
Strike. 

 Three strikes on one package is bad enough but 
just one strike can equal a claim for your store so 
make sure you know how to properly package.





Used Corrugation.
Single box for a breakable item with GLASS. 

This item needed to be double boxed.
Less then 2” of packing material 

surrounding the item.
Shipping furniture is not recommended in 

the first place.
Very little tape.
Obvious claim waiting to happen. And it DID 

happen.





Does the package in 
the previous slide 
look safe to ship 
something worth 
thousands of dollars 
to you?

Used corrugation.
Barely Taped. 
Not Double Boxed.
No packing Material.
 Item damaged in 

multiple ways





Entire set of dishes stacked on each other 
with no packing in-between pieces.

Too many dishes in one box and too 
heavy of a box with dishes are common 
issues when it comes to dishes china and 
other glass items.

Also this claim was in a non shipping box 
with little tape. 



 Guitars are very common 
claims using UPS
Guitars and other 
instruments must have all 
strings loosened before 
shipment. They must also 
have additional packing 
around the neck.

 The hard case must be 
surrounded by 2-3 
inches of packing 
material and then placed 
into an additional box. 



 Any kind of print or painting 
with glass must have its 
corners reinforced.

 2-3 inches of packing 
material around the artwork 
placed into a box, and then 
that box covered with 2-3 
inches of packing material 
placed into an additional 
box.

 Must use new boxes due to 
this being a breakable item.



More packing is never a bad thing
Avoiding claims and keeping your 

customers packages safe is a great thing.
 If you have any questions regarding 

something that your not sure is packed 
correctly you can always call PEC at 1-
800-274-4732
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